
The month of May went by fast, I don't even know
how. It was full of little trips and exploring. At school,
we continue with writing lessons, lots of kids come to
show us their notebooks saying they can't write
either so they can get into our class! The children
have lots of energy, even if they haven't eaten
anything for maybe a second day in a row, they are
still smiling and enjoying life, the Chadians are not
complaining! And that's what I admire about them.
Rains are heavy, once or twice weekly. On Thursday
there was even hail! Once it touched the ground, it
melted immediately. When we're walking to school in
the rain, we're wading ankle-deep in water, the dry
ground soaks water in really slowly. Locals don't gout
out in the rain, getting cold is the starting point for
malaria. Surroundings become to be green.

Rainy season
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SALAM MALEKUM, HELLO! Life here seems more and more normal, natural. I
continue to pick up some Ngambay and also words
from Arabic, besides French it is the second official
language of Chad. Clotilde and I can sometimes go into
town, we call Clando, our favourite clandoman
Christian comes, he knows the whole town, he takes
us safely where we want to go. We have indeed seen a
lot of accidents lately, before because of Ramadan (try
not to eat nor drink all day when it's over 40 degrees
outside, you'll drive a bit nervously, too) and now
because of the rains, the roads are not paved and are
full of deep puddles, some places are impossible to
drive through at all!
In the huts, there are often no beds or mattresses.
That's why the local clandomans enjoy the comfort of
motorbikes!
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slackline

        THERESE GAVE ME HER PAGNE         

DRESS IS READY!CHANC IS SOWINGLITTLE STORIES

traditional clothes,
traditional dance

Between the trees we stretched a slackline according
to my wish. The Chadian version of course, it's a strap
to secure the load on trucks and making it tight
without carabiners was quite a challenge. Before I
walk the slackline I have to shake off hundreds of
termites that have made it a shortcut to a neighboring
tree, but it's still awesome.
We spent one afternoon with Charlotte, a French
woman who works at a non-profit in Moundou. We
played Molkky, a game where you use a piece of wood
to try to knock down other pieces of wood that have a
certain value, points must give 50. Of course we can't
find it here, Charlotte made it herself!

at eveline's
WITH LITTLE ISIDORE

molkky

BYE BYE

       PREPARING THE FAREWEL PARTY FOR  THERESE     

farewell party

This is Therese, a doctor, a member of the community,
originally from Benin, I told you about her. She worked
for 14 years at an HIV diagnostic and treatment centre.
She's retired now, and moved to France. I loved spending
time with her, listening to her stories, both from the
medical world and outside. She lived through the war in
the Congo and the Ivory Coast, and treated people in
many countries around the world. I really appreciated her
availability, she was always there for me when I needed
advice, as she was for everyone! And I think that when
she was studying medicine in Senegal, she had no idea
that she would have 6 children who would move to
different countries around the world, that she would join
the Chemin Neuf community and that she would now
retire in Chad! She just went through her life step by step,
trusting God and with gratitude.

NOONE IS IN CHAD FOREVER

Eveline is a cousin of Denise, a nurse from our HC. She
braided our braids a month ago, she was 9 months pregnant.
When she gave birth to a little boy Isidore, we went to visit
her with Denise, Aissatou and Clotilde. Most of the women
give birth at home, newborn mortality is high because of
complications and hygiene level. When a woman gives birth,
she doesn't stay at home, she moves in with one of her
relatives who helps her, cooks for her. Her husband's role
remains very much in the background, he may come 
to visit her occasionally.

Thanks to the community, Chanceline is in training to be a
dressmaker, finishing her third and final year. She's already
made two dresses for me! She can continue to get better that
way, and when an intern Sylvie saw me in a dress, she
immediately ordered one for herself from Chanc, 
that's how you find customers! 😊

MY DRESSMAKER

Mbaikoro is a village about 30 km away, where the Polish nuns
work. In Chad there is a very nice collaboration between the
different congregations, they visit and help each other. The
polish sisters invited us to the opening of a health centre! They
also run a school, and the students danced traditional dances
during the ceremony in the clothes they wear for the initiation.
The dance mainly consists of shaking their shoulders at an
incredible pace. Often a boy and a girl approach each other and
dance facing each other.
Watch the video!

TRADITIONAL DANCE

WHEN A WOMAN GIVES BIRTH

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MSg987lFbbWgFOE8aN3m-y_0QxDU3iXr/view?usp=sharing


CHILDREN WAITING FOR MEAL

dowry

CAKE BAKED WITHOUTOVEN - IN A POT

victoire BLOWS THE CANDLE

new hairstyle...

Hortence braids, marie sleeps

Nathan was a labourer who worked for the community. He
died three weeks ago. The funeral is a big event here, it
involves the whole extended family, everyone gathers
together and stays for days or weeks with the bereaved (a
nice gesture but extremely burdensome, one has to find food
for everyone! No problem with places to sleep, they sleep on
the ground outside.). The whole village gathered for prayer
in the local church! They all told testimonies about his life,
disagreements and debts are also settled. Then we went to
the cemetery, which is really just a plain, with only a tree or
bush here and there for miles. The men had dug a hole, into
which they placed a coffin, which each man then covered
with a little ground. The women were crying. Crying and
screaming, it's an obligatory part of mourning. Then African
songs were sung, they sound heartbreaking and lively at the
same time, full of hope, thanks to the local drums. Kenesse
translated the lyrics for me, most of them in the sense of "on
earth is not our true home, the soul will rest in heaven".
There are still moments when I feel like I'm in a movie. And
that moment has just arrived, the drums are beating,
everyone sings and begins to dance around the grave, over
and over, the intensity of the songs and dances increases,
the sadness leaves, the hope comes, the knowledge that
Nathan's soul will rest close to God is palpable in everything.
And then, all of a sudden, the song falls silent, everyone
kneels around the grave and the ceremony ends with the
Ngambay prayer, then the Our Father and the Lapia Maria,
Amen. Everyone leaves, with peace in their hearts and a
smile on their lips. There will be a celebration at the family's
home all night. Three days later, the close family who left
during the ceremony will come to the grave and speak to
Nathan, and that will close the ceremony for them as well.

Etienne, Eleonor and 
shared meal

with bros and sis of the
community

DANCING

Mercie, who is a nurse and is in her 5th month of internship with
us, invited us to celebrate her daughter Victorine's 3rd birthday.
Birthdays used to not be celebrated here (people rarely remember
their birth date), but with European influence it is becoming
fashionable. In Ngambay the phrase "Happy Birthday" does not
exist. Clo, Kenesse and I went by bike. I danced with the kids at the
end, they were really good! Some of them even did the handstands,
I regretted a bit that I wore a dress :D. And how do people bake
cakes here if they don't have ovens? A fire is lit, a pot is heated and
small stones are put in it. When the fire is just smouldering, a cake
is placed in the plate on top of the stones. And the coals are kept
hot. True, the cake gets a little smoky,
 but still, amazing ingenuity!

After the braids came a new hairstyle, which most of the girls
here wear at school. Strands of hair are wrapped with a string, a
knot is made at the end, and this is repeated many times in a
row. The girls love it, so one Sunday I spent four hours with
Hortence, when  she did the same model on my hair. And the
first evening I was really excited about it! Just a little less so the
second day. And by the third day, I had to tie my scarf on, that's
how messed up my hair was! In short, I can't think that with my
hair the hairstyle will be as nice and durable as with African
hair, after all, mine is more slippery. Well I laughed to myself
and next time I will better choose a model 
to spend half a day
getting done!

...which is leaving already

HAIRSTYLE FAIL

Second time we went to a wedding, this time just a traditional
ceremony. The groom's family brings the dowry, 350,000
francs, plus suitcases full of pagnes, scarves, soap... If the
bride's family accepts (her parents are Eleonor and Etienne,
they are members of the Chemin neuf community), the
marriage is sealed. During the whole ceremony, the groom is
at his home, everything takes place at the bride's yard, but
she has no access either, she waits hidden in her room. Of
course there is a big traditional meal, I'm much more used to
everyone eating from the same plate and with their hands.

In the health center I met a local artist Gabriel, later
on he came to ffer us his paintings and small wooden
sculptures. IF somone fo you want an african
souvenir, tell me, you will support a local artist, there
are not many of them.

BIRTHDAY PARTY

FUNERAL - LIKE IN A MOVIE

WEDDING WITHOUT BRIDE AND BRIDEGROOM



Every Thursday and more and more other days I
work with malnourished children at the health
centre. The first mother came, then I noticed a
second child, others passed the message between
them, another sent a vaccination team who goes to
villages... And so my group of mothers with children
grows every week. We consult outside on a mat
under a mango tree, such an experience!
I know all the children by name, it's amazing to see
their development. I have over 60 of them coming
to me now!
Together with Kenesse, we weigh each child,
measure their height and arm circumference at the
beginning. And according to WHO standards, we
assess the degree of malnutrition. Then it's
important to talk to the mother a lot to find the
cause. The child refuses to eat, why, since when,
how does it manifest? Is the child sick, has
diarrhea, is vomiting? Has he had regular
vaccinations? How old is he? (This is often not easy
to find out, most babies are born at home and
mothers don't remember the date of birth. And
when a baby is malnourished for a longer time, it
often has growth and developmental problems, so
determining age is not easy.) If the condition is
acute, we refer the baby to a central hospital, but
that doesn't necessarily mean the child will receive
the care needed. However, our HC is still not a
nutrition unit. If the condition of child is at least a
bit stabilised, even if severe, we can offer the child
realimentation milk, which we received as a gift
from France. I can see with my own eyes that it
saves lives! There are two types of milk, for starters,
we usually use F-75, which contains 75 kcal and 0.9
g 

PODVYŽIVENÉ DĚTI - MOJE MISE

that's how we wiegh and take arm circumference
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  of protein per 100 ml, it is
designed to stabilize the
condition, restore appetite.
After stabilization, we switch
to F-100 milk, which
contains 100 kcal and 2.9 g
of protein per 100 ml.
Moreover, both contain all
the necessary vitamins and
minerals. Milk should be
given 5-6 times a day, doses
are according to weight. In
malnourished children,
there is a greater risk of
hypoglycemia, hypothermia,
infections. It is necessary to
check vaccination, to carry
out deparasitization, to treat
malaria, we are in the area
with the highest incidence
in the world.

Kenesse weighs Christ. 

We 

have

a 

super 

balance, 

don't 

we?

Tapida    Franclin

consultation under a mango tree



Enriched millet flour
3 koro of red millet (koro is a
local unit in for measuring, it is a
certain size of the pot that
everyone has at home)
1 koro of peanuts
1 koro of soya
½ koro of dried fish
Moringa – almost miraculous
plant that contains lots of
vitamins

If the child is malnourished a little less, we give
enriched flour. The mothers cook porridge out of it.
Moreover, we provide them with sachets of CMV
(complex minerals vitamins), they add to the porridge
one per day, it contains the necessary amount of
vitamins and minerals for children. Sometimes we get
the flour from a non-profit organization, but when it's
not, we make it ourselves. We made a video of the
production to show to the parents of the children at
school, after all, there are many malnourished children
among them. And how is this flour made? , 
Watch the videoo, there's the recipe and some photos!

VÝROBA OBOHACENÉ MOUKY

sun-drying millet 

on the way to

mill in the

village... 

Clo mashes peanuts

Roasting soya and

breastfeeding at the same

time? No problem for Nathalie!

all well mixed has it's price:

the flour is everywhere!

Millet is washed, dried. The soya is roasted on
the fire (together with grains of sand so that it
does not burn, which then needs to be sifted).
They are ground together in a mill. In a mortar,
the peanuts and dried fish are crushed (yes, it's
not easy and takes a lot of strength), everything
is cleaned, sieved, mixed, moringa, a little sugar,
salt and voilá, we have enriched flour. It sounds
easy, but it's three afternoons of work. But we
had a good time with Nathalie, our neighbour
who makes the flour for us, probably she had the
most fun when she watched us trying to crush
peanuts or clean the soybeans on the tray as she
did. For the locals, these are perfectly natural
movements, we try to imitate them.

mashing dried fish

or

finally

not?

we're

milling

in our

mill

redrying fish

in oven = the

smell of dried

fish for 3

days in the

whole kitchen!

cleaning soya

or trying to do so

how do you like dried fish?

all has to be sowed        

mixed

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rIWL8pgt64oAixpb-P5ay3IBL7lDgtXN/view?usp=sharing


fruits of ronier

banana tree

ronier forms avenues alongthe roads

MANGO, MANGO, MANGO

citron tree plants

papaya tree

sell of manioc bulbs

věděli jste, že banány 
rostou vzhůru nohama?

toilet and shower, two in one

igloo out of strawlocal living room: 
court with animals

we cook, inside on the fire
    kitchen equipment - charbon, pots with

round bottom and a big wooden spoon

roof with holes - lets the smoke outbut also rain in

With the rainy season comes greenery. And what kind of
trees grow here? In general, I would say mainly the edible
ones. The locals consume something from almost every
plant, whether it's leaves, stems, flowers, fruits, tubers or
roots! Behind the village is the Garden of Eden, which
belongs to our gardener's brother, and Clo and I went
there by bike. As a parting gift, Edmond gave us a bunch
of plantains, specifically a type called grand lain, fried
they were delicious!
Fruits – papayas (season in January), mangoes (April,
May), bananas, plantains (bananas that have to be boiled
or fried like chips before eating), lemons (autumn). You
can also get pineapples and melons, but they come from
neighbouring Cameroon, where the climate is less hot.
Many different species of palm trees grow here, among
others palm which fruit is used to produce palm and palm
kernel oil (we almost don’t find any other here). And also
palm ronier, dioecious (there is a palm woman and palm
man tree) and give huge, orange and sweet fruit.
Vegetables - in the garden we have lettuce, aubergines.
There are also tomatoes, peppers, gombo, potatoes,
sweet potatoes, igname, manioc and other tubers.
Cereals - millet, rice, corn, soya

plant of mango trees

papaya leaves

green manioc
red manioc

GREENERY IN CHAD

Each family has its own house, which means one or more
connected huts, depending on resources. If there is only
one, it serves as a kitchen, a living room, and during the
rainy season as a bedroom (otherwise they sleep more
outdoors). If there are more huts, someone may even have
their own room. The toilet and shower are brick walls with
no ceiling, and there is a hole in the floor for a drain. First
you have to go to the well, get the water, carry it in a
bucket on your head to the shower, put a piece of sheet
metal as a closed door, and you can shower.
In Europe, as students, we rent an apartment or a room in
it, here it is normal to rent a hut. So one moves in with a
family, one of whose wives has just gone on a trip, and
therefore they have one hut free. The huts are often
without windows or with one small, glass is expensive, if
the windows were bigger, without glass they would let too
much heat in. There is sometimes a well in the yard, then
the neighbours come for water. Other times the nearest
one is miles away. Most of the time there are no beds or
mattresses in the huts, only if you have a good job, they
are expensive. And how do you sleep? A mat or carpet is
spread on the floor. And if you have a mosquito net, you
wedge four nails between the bricks and tie it. Especially
now, in the rainy season, it is an essential protection
against malaria, but it is often missing.
Nevertheless, despite the great poverty, I must say that I
like the huts, they have their charm. One of the Muslim
ethnic are peuls, they live in igloo made out of wood and
straw, always for a few months, then they pack igloo and
migrate with camels or bulls further away.

HOUSING



A boy from our village, from the poorest family. He is 14 years
old and would like to become a pilot. He's cheerful, bright,
speaks excellent French, learns and understands quickly. He
often comes to our house in the afternoon after school and
helps with something, if he gets even a piece of bread or boule
for dinner, he is very grateful, but he is happy to help even just
like that. He lives with his grandfather who is blind.

she is 14 years old and would like to become a nurse. She lives in
the hut next to our house. Her parents died a few years ago. She
is one of the top three students in her class, but if she cannot
continue school next year, she will have to marry one of the
teenagers in the village and start the hard life 
of Chadian women so early.

The school year is slowly coming to an end, the children are facing a week of
final exams. Our school is up to 6th grade, then the kids go to colege. I would
like to introduce you to three children who are finishing 6th grade this year,
thanks to the community who paid their school fees. All three live in our
village, they come from the poorest families. And they are the three best
students in their class! And why am I telling you about them? Because to
continue their studies, they have to go to a school that is not run by our
community. And that's why they'll have to pay tuition. And so I wanted to offer
you a long-distance adoption project. What is it? Your financial contribution
will enable Chanceline, Urban or Jean-Baptiste to study. If they don't go to
school, next year their families will probably ask them to get married and try
to find their own livelihood, because their family can't support them.

URBAIN

SCHOOL

He is 13 years old and would like to become a doctor, there are
few in Chad. His dad is elderly and blind, 
so he can't work.

JEAN BAPTISTE

CHANCELINE

And what's the help about? It's to enable them to
continue their studies, which means paying school
fees, uniform, notebooks, pens and transport to and
from school. The total amount for the year is 300
Euros, that's 25 Euro per month. In return, the
community would send you some photos, test and
exam results (and I think these three kids will do
really well), greetings from the kids. You can
support them for one year, if you would like to, you
can continue to help them to finish the school! If
you are interested in the project, please write to
me, I will be happy to add more details! Also, if you
have any questions you'd like to ask the kids to get
to know them better, feel free to send them to me!



And I don't have an answer, just like I don't have
an answer to why we were born in Europe and
have what we have, while Chanceline, Jean
Baptiste and Urbain were born in the village of
Ku Jericho in Chad. We cannot help the whole
world, we cannot help everyone. But we can help
someone. And that's what counts. That's what
I'm learning here on my mission in Chad. 
Are you in?

Amši áfe!                                  
(still can't write in arabic 😊)

Mbaidene Terez 

And that’s it for this month’s stories. Time
goes by fast and I'm glad I can still be here
and live these stories with the local people.
And if you want, you could be one of those
who change the story of Chanceline, Urbain
or Jean Baptiste. Maybe you're thinking to
yourself, why help them and not a lot of other
kids who can't even go to primary school? I
often ask myself questions like that. 


